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Sid vicious wrestler wife

The American actor and retired professional wrestler needs additional citations for this biographical verification of a living person. Help by adding reliable sources. Controversial content about living individuals that is unsourced or poorly sourced should be removed immediately, especially if potentially abusive or harmful. Find sources: Sid Eudy - News ·
Newspaper · Books · · · Scholar JSTOR (December 2018) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) Sid Udicid Nesidi Raymond UD in WWE Raw 1000 in 2012 (1] Born (1960-12-16) December 16, 1960 (age 59) [2][3] West Memphis, Arkansas, Arkansas USA[2] Husband (s) Sabrina Paige (M 1983) Children2Professional Wrestling careerRing
Name(s) Lord Humongous[2] Sid[4] Sid EudySid Justice[[[[[2] Sid Steele[2] Sid Vicious[2] Sicho Sid [2] Vicious Warrior[2] Bill Height 6 ft 9 in (206 cm) [4] Bill weight317 lbs (144 kg) [4] Bill from marriage, Arkansas West Memphis, Arkansas [4] wherever he pleases very well! Trained Tojo Yamamoto [2] Debut1987 [2] retired August 5, 2017 [5] Sidney
Raymond UD (born December 16, 1960)[6] is an American actor and retired professional wrestler. He is best known under ring names Sid Vicious, Sid Justice, Sycho Sid, or simply Sid, and for his work at World Championship Wrestling (WCW) and The World Wrestling Federation (WWF, later WWE). Among those promotions, Eudy enjoyed major
championship success and performed for an international television audience in four decades from the 1980s to the 2010s. Eudy is a six-time world champion, won the WWF Championship twice, the WCW World Heavyweight Championship twice, and the USWA Integrated World Heavyweight Championships twice. In addition to the success of the world title,
Eudy held the WCW USA heavyweight championship once, among other accolades. During his stints with WWF and WCW, Eudy headlined several pay-per-views for both organizations, main event wrestling VIII and 13 respectively in 1992 and 1997, as well as WCW's equivalent of that event, Starrcade, in 2000. Professional wrestling career early career
(1987-1989) Eudy entered the wrestling game after an encounter with Randy Savage and his brother Lanny Poffo. After being coached by Tojo Yamamoto, UD made his debut together with Austin Idol and wrestled the team of Nick Bokwinkel and Jerry Lawler. He then adopted the masked wrestler personality known as Lord Huangus. [4] Eudy began his
career in Continental Championship Wrestling (CCW) in 1987, under a mask and the name Lord Humungous. On Christmas Day 1987, he won the NWA Southeastern Heavyweight Championship (Northern Division), which is going to become the ultimate titleholder. He later became the fan favorite after rekindling a (kayfabe) childhood friendship with Shane
Douglas, resulting in two forming a tag team and capturing the NWA South Tag Team Championship. He also took part in New Japan Wrestling challenged Tatsumi Fujinami to the IWGP heavyweight championship under NJPW), where he named Vicious Warrior, but was unable to win the title. Eudy then made a very brief stint in World Class Championship
Wrestling (WCCW), where he adopted one of his most notable ring names: Sid Vicious, who he took from the rock musician of the same name who played bass for the Sex Pistols. [4] NWA World Championship Wrestling (1989 – 1991) Skyscrapers (1989) Main Article: Skyscrapers in 1989, signed with Eudy World Championship Wrestling and retained his
Sid vicious ring name. [4] He made his debut on TV by beating the episode of The Pro of June 17, 1989 at WCW. [7] Originally earmarked as a solo wrestler, Eudy was eventually paired with Danny Spivey as skyscrapers. [4] Managed by Teddy Long, skyscrapers feudal with the Steiner brothers and street warriors. In the meantime, he included the
powerbomb as his finishing move. However, the team was short-lived; Eudy was replaced by mean Mark Harden after suffering a broken rib and a punctured lung during a match with the Steiner brothers in the November 1989 clash of Champions IX. Four Jockeys (1990-1991) Main Article: Four horsemen After his recovery, Eudy was introduced as the latest
member of Rick Flair's Four Horsemen on the May 11, 1990 edition of NWA Power Hour,[4] and he was billed by ring announcers as being from wherever he pleased very well. Sid was the muscle of the group and was initially brought in to counter robocop's strength in combating capital. Their first TV match was back a 26-second loss to Lex Luger over the
clash of Champions XI: the coastal crush in which the referee performed a fast three-count (in an interview in 2018, Sid said the reason for the early loss was seen playing softball during the time for punishment by Booker Ole Anderson while he was rehabilitated from his punctured lung). [8] As one of the horsemen, Eudy feuded with Paul Orndorff and
junkyard dog. He set up his first controversy as a solo wrestler, attacking NWA world heavyweight champion Sting after the title match of champion of champions XII clash. In Halloween Havoc, a fake sting (Barry Windham), in collusion with Sid, let Sid pin him to win the belt for Sid after switching places with the real sting. However, when the real sting
unfolded and defeated Sid, he was thwarted. Sid's association with the horse became vulnerable after this episode, and he began a semi-face run in November 1990 when he faced Nightstalker in the Clash of Champions XIII: Thanksgiving Thunder, which Eudy won. However, the post match was attacked by the debuting Big Cat, in response to which Sid
recruited former partner Spivey for a short-term reunion of skyscrapers in Starcade in December, where the two Big cat and motor city nuts. After this match Eudy made a sudden comeback in heel position, ending Trucker Norm's WCW run in January 1991 and squashing Joey Maggs in the Clash of Champions XIV: Dixie Dynamite later that month. He
returned to full cavalry activity and attended the Wargames match in wrestling. The jockeys amicably split in April 1991, during which time he entered into negotiations with WWF. Despite offering a huge contract and promising to run a world championship, Eudy announced his intentions to leave WCW. Before departing he had a short spat with the 7'7(231
cm) tall El Gigante (who was billed as 8'0 (242 cm), that ended with his loss to the Giant in the SuperBrawl I. World Wrestling Federation (1991-1992). World Wrestling Federation (1991-1992) Additional citations are needed for verification of this section. Help improve this article by adding citations for reliable sources. Unsourced content can be challenged
and removed. Find sources: Sid Eudy - News · Newspaper · Books · · · Scholar JSTOR (December 2018) (learn how and when to delete this template message) In a superstar tape on May 28, 1991, Eudy made his WWF debut in an untitled segment attacking Mounty after Mounty's open proposal. He beat Ted DiBias in his first WWF match in a non-TV
program in Calgary on July 8. On the June 8 episode of Prime Time Wrestling, Vignettes began promoting his WWF debut and broadcasting him as Sid Justice. [9] On the July 20 episode of Superstars, UD debuted on WWF television and was announced as the special guest referee for that year's Summerslam main event, where The Ultimate Warrior and
WWF champion Hulk Hogan teamed up against the Triangle of Terror (Sergeant Slaughter, Colonel Mustafa and General Adnan) in a 3-on-2 handicap match. Later that night, Sid rescued Randy Savage and Miss Elizabeth from an attack at the hands of Jake Roberts and the undertaker at the reception of the newly wed couple. In the meantime, Sid defeated
Kato in his first TV match on the September 21 episode of Superstars. In a match with Roberts, Sid injured his biceps and survivor was forced to miss the series pay-per-view. Sid returned to the Royal Rumble, which was a special bet: the winner would win the vacant WWF world heavyweight title, which was snatched from Hulk Hogan. Sid entered at No. 29
and was among the Final Four wrestlers, along with Hogan, Randy Savage, and Rick Flair, before he eliminated both Savage and then Hogan, being himself and flair in the ring. Hogan, who was still at ringside after the ending, grabbed Sid's hand and tried to pull him over the top rope, giving Flair a chance to grab Sid's leg and throw him out to win the match
and become the new WWF champion. Less than a week later, on the January 25 episode of Superstar, WWF President Jack Tunney, a reporter to make the announcement WrestleMania will face Flair for the WWF Championship in the eighth. Before Tuni even announced who would be the number one contender, Sid stood as if Tuni called his name. Yet for
Sid's annoyance, Tuni chose Hogan. Sid pre-aired the pile of papers and gave a dangerous look in Hogan's direction. After the press conference, Sid said what Jack Tunney did was bogus. Sid later issued an apology to Hogan, which Hogan accepted. Sid and Hogan then teamed up to face Undertaker and Flair at Saturday night's main event XXX. During
the match, after he double-clothed undertaker and flair, Hogan reached out to Sid for a tag. However, Sid refused to tag and walked out of the match. Nevertheless, Hogan won the match with disqualification. On February 23 on an episode of The Wrestling Challenge, Sid Brutus appeared as a guest at Barber Beefcake's barber shop. Knowing that Hulk
Hogan (beefcake's long-time real-life friend) wasn't in the area, Sid threatened beefcake and followed him from the set before destroying the barber shop with a chair. Later that night, it was announced that Hogan's Sid fight (and not WWF champion Rick Flair) in the main event of WrestleMania VIII, resulting in flair facing Randy Savage for the WWF
Championship instead. A week later, Sid hired Harvey Whippelman as his manager. Sid also began a post-match gimmick where he injured forward one or more of his defeated opponents with powerbombs (his finishing steps), and sometimes — after the defeated wrestler placed on a stretcher — grabbing the stretcher and running it into a fixture, such as a
ring post or railing. In WrestleMania eighth, Sid lost his match to Hogan from disqualification when Papa Shango intervened on Sid's side, allowing both double-team Hogan until the returning last warrior stormed the ring and saved Hogan. Close to the end of the match, Sid kicked out of Hogan's trademark running leg drop. Sid was disqualified when
Whippleman quickly jumped into the ring to join. On a Nov. 22, 2011, edition of Wrestling Observer Radio, Dave Meltzer confirmed that Sid failed a drug test before his wrestling match with Hulk Hogan. He was allowed to match and then he went on his European tour. After the tour, he was told he was going to serve his suspension, which resulted in UD
leaving instead and pursuing a career in softball. [10] At the time of his departure from WWF, Sid was about to embark on an altercation with the ultimate warrior, the story being that Sid was angry the Warrior wrestling stuck his nose in his business in the eighth. Eudy competed on wwf's European tour in April 1992, then began his feud with Warrior in the
United States. They wrestled on two home shows, winning twice by disqualification with warrior. After wrestling warrior in Boston, on Massachusetts Eudy, 26, voluntarily left the company due to disagreements with Warrior and WWF management about the outcome of his match with Warrior in particular. [11] WWF replaced Sid with Papa Shango in a dispute
with the Warrior. [12] WCW (1993) Eudy, under his Sid Vicious Ring name, returned to WCW as a mystery competitor of Col. Robert Parker against Van Hammer at Slamsack in May 1993. Sid beat Hammer in a stretcher match. That summer he teamed up with Big Van Vader and ignited his feud with Sting. In the fall brawl, Sting's team (Sting, Davy Boy
Smith, Dustin Rhodes and Shockmaster) beat Sid's team (Sid, Vedder and Harlem Heat) in a wargames match. In Halloween havoc, Sid suffered the sting in a rematch of the same pay-per-view three years ago but was beaten through a roll-up. The following week on television Sid turned on Rob Parker and became a babyface. During their United Kingdom
tour in Blackburn, Lancashire, on October 27, Eudy was involved in a hotel room scuffle with Arne Anderson resulting in the two wrestlers stabbing each other with scissors. Both were taken to hospital, as Anderson suffered scissor stab wounds to the chest and abdomen. Vicious stabbed Anderson twenty times, while himself stabbed four times. [2] Sid was
released from WCW. That Sid challenge was then planned by WCW world heavyweight champion Vader in that year's Starkad, but Sid's departure removed him from this match and Rick Flair was elevated to be the challenger against Vader. Based on the worldwide tape that occurred before his departure, Sid would beat Vader and become the new
champion. In an event these tapes never aired on television, Sid placed Vader at large in a torture rack. The United States Wrestling Association (1994-1996) after his departure from WCW, Eudy began feuding with longtime rival Jerry Lawler in what was now merged with the WCCW United Wrestling Association (USWA) in Memphis. On July 16, he won by
seizing promotion's unified World Heavyweight Championship when the card was first attacked by UD and injured Lawler could not appear for the scheduled match. While Lawler was able to defeat UD in non-title matches, Udie was able to retain his title in several Championship defenses through the screwjobs launched by his colleague Spellbinder at that
time. Sid also participated in the UWF blackjack brawl in September 1994, challenging Dr. Death Steve Williams for the UWF World Heavyweight Championships. On February 6, 1995, Lawler won back the USWA Unified World Heavyweight Championship from Sid. Later, both of them were tag team partners. On August 30, 1996, Once again Sid won the
title back from Lawler. On Sept. 2, he dropped The Lawler back to the title. WWF (1995-1997) Sean Michaels and The Million Dollar Corporation (1995) return to alliance with the main article: On the February 20, 1995 raw episode of Dollar Corporation Sid 1995, Eudy returned to WWF under the ring name Sycho Sid, where he became sean Michaels'
bodyguard. Along with Jenny McCarthy, Sid was ringside with Michaels for Michaels' WWF Championship match against then champion and Michaels' former bodyguard Diesel in WrestleMania XI. Michaels had won the match after hitting his signature superkick, but Sid stood on the ring apron and distracted referee Earl Hebner, leaving Diesel's time right
and allowing Michaels to win the match and retain his title after a Jacknaife powerbomb. The next night on Raw, Michaels expressed dissatisfaction with Sid's intervention and gave him the night off for his rematch at first in his home pay-per-view against Diesel. In response, Sid replied to Sean, You don't stop me the night!, and attacked Michaels from behind
before hitting him three times with a powerbomb, turning Michaels into a face again. Diesel came to Michaels' aid and dresses Sid on the top rope. Michaels claimed to have sustained a legitimate back injury as a result of the attack and was sidelined for six weeks, thus taking him out of the title match. [Citation needed] two weeks later on the April 17 episode
of Raw, Ted DiBiase left Bam Balm Bigelow Corporation after announcing Sid as the new member of the Million Dollar Corporation. After joining, Sid challenged Diesel for a match for the WWF Championship at your home, which diesel accepted. Diesel won the match through disqualification and thus retained his title when Tantaka interfered. After the match,
Sid and Takaka continued to double team diesel until bam balm came out to save Bigelow. In King of the Ring, Diesel and Bam Bam Bigelow beat Sid and Tadaka. Sid faced Diesel once again in his Home 2: Lumberjacks for the WWF Championship in a wooden match, which diesel won to end the controversy. After this, Sid moved on to an altercation with
Sean Michaels and was scheduled to face him at SummerSlam, but was replaced by Razor Ramon at the request of WWF president Gorilla Monsoon, with Ramon challenging for the Michaels Intercontinental Championship in a ladder match as Sid was seen looking at backstage television monitors. On the September 5 episode of Raw, Sid faced Michaels
for the title but lost after being hit with three superkicks. Sid then started a brief feud with Henry Godwin, culminating in a win over Godwin in his home 3: triple header. In raw's November 13 episode, Sid faced intercontinental champion Razor Ramon in a non-title match, with Ramon's friend 1-2-3 children as special guest referees. The razor was supposed to
give the razor edge over Sid, but the 1-2-3 kid helped Sid avoid it, allowing Sid to pin Ramon after the powerbomb, with the kids counting fast. After the match, The heel changed and million dollars joined the corporation. In the first elimination match in the Survivor series, Sid and corporation leader Ted DiBiase helped 1-2-3 kid Pin Marty Jannetty win and
become the sole survivor for his team. Later in the incident, Sid was randomly teamed up with his opponent Sean Michaels, Ahmed Johnson, and British bulldogs Yokojuna, Owen Hart, Razor Ramon, and Dean Douglas to face a wild-card survivor in the series match. Sid was eliminated by razor Ramon after Michaels hit Sid with a superkick. After his
elimination, Sid powerbombed Michaels. 5 in his home: Hitting the season, Razor Ramon and Marty Jannetty beat Sid and the kid 1-2-3. Sid and the 1-2-3 kid teamed up the next night to participate in the Raw Bowl for the first time, which was won by smoking guns. Shortly afterwards, Sid suffered a serious neck injury and left the WWF. [13] WWF Champion
(1996-1997) This section of a living person's biography does not contain any references or sources. Help by adding reliable sources. Controversial content about people living that is unsourced or poorly sourced should be removed immediately. Find sources: Sid Eudy - News · Newspaper · Books · · · Scholar JSTOR (December 2018) (learn how and when to
delete this template message) Eudy won't be seen again until the July 8 episode of Raw, when he was announced as replacement for Ultimate Warrior (who left WWF) for the six-man tag team match, with former rivals Sean Michaels and Ahmed Johnson for Vader The international event, effectively making him a face: teaming up against Owen Hart, and the
British Bulldog in the main event at his home. However, Sid's team lost the match. Sid earned himself in contention for the WWF Championship and left the company the next night on Raw after losing the undertaker very soon, Sid started a dispute with the British Bulldogs, whom he faced at SummerSlam on August 18 and pinned after a powerbomb. In his
home mind game on Sept. 10: September 22, Sean Michaels hit mankind with sweet chin music and went for pins to retain the WWF championship, but Vader came out, broke the count, attacked him, which became mankind unworthy. After the match, Manki Maina and Vedder Double teamed up michaels until Sid came out to save. He and Vader fought
their way backstage, starting a feud between the two. Sid fought Vader at his home 11: buried alive on Oct. 20 in a match where the winner will face Sean Michaels for the WWF Championship in survivor series on Nov. 17. As Sid was about to powerbomb Vader, Vader manager Jim Cornet got to distract him on the ring apron. Michaels responded and pulled
Cornet from the apron before hitting him with sweet chin music. Sid then pinned Vader with a chokelessum to win the match and became the number one contender for the WWF Championship. after Sid celebrates his victory with Michaels. In the Survivor series, history repeated itself. Sid grabbed a camera from the operator and prepared to hit Michaels with
it. Michaels manager Jose Lothario met on the ring apron and asked Sid to put the camera down, but he refused and instead hit Lothario in the chest. While it was a heel act, the audience cheered wildly for him and booed Michaels, just as they did, in Sid's favour, four and a half years ago against Hogan at the Royal Rumble. Sid dropped the camera, and as
soon as he turned around, Michaels hit him with sweet chin music; However, Michaels walked out of the ring to check on his manager instead of going for pins. Sid hit Michaels in the back with the camera, then threw him back into the ring before hitting him with the powerbomb to win the WWF Championship. 12 at his home: It's time on December 15, Sid
defended the title against Bret Hart in a match where the winner will defend the title against Sean Michaels at the 1997 Royal Rumble on January 19. Hart tapped Sid off the sharpshooter, but was knocked out by the referee and was unable to see the submission. As Michaels was commentating at ringside, Sid and Hart started fighting the ring left and right
next to him. After Sid had pushed Michaels, then climbed into the ring with Hart, Michaels went to hit Sid, but after he threw Hart in. He then pinned them after the powerbomb to retain the title. At the Royal Rumble, Sid lost the title to Michaels. During the match, Sid hit Choxeslam on Michaels and repeatedly powerbombed him outside the ring. Later in the
match, Jose Lothario met on the ring apron and Sid approached him, but before he could do anything from him, Michaels hit Sid in the back and face with the camera, knocking him out in the process. Michaels went for the pin, but Sid managed to kick out. Michaels then hit Sid with sweet chin music to become WWF world heavyweight champion for the
second time. She soon seized the same title due to being unable to wrestle, a claim widely disputed by many during that time, especially Bret Hart, who still believes Michaels didn't want to drop her title at WrestleMania 13. At his home 13: In chatanooga the Final Four, a four-corner elimination title match was held for the empty championship belt between
Bret Hart, Undertaker, Stone Cold Steve Austin and Vader. Hart won, and Sid was scheduled to face the following night, on February 17, 1997, the episode of Raw. During that match, Hart was caught up in Sid Sharpshooter Prep when Stone Cold's Steve Austin, whom Hart had an altercation with, came out of the ring and hit Hart with a steel chair, allowing
Sid to hit Hart with powerbomb to win the WWF Championship for the second time. Sid lost the title against Undertaker at WrestleMania 13 on March 23 Hart interfered during the match, allowing the latter to hit Tombstone Piledriver and pin Sid to win the WWF Championship. The next night on Raw is war, Sid made another appearance after Bret Hart
attacked an injured Sean Michaels in the ring a face-to-face promo about Hart turning on fans. After this, Sid was laid off television until the May 12 episode of Raw's War, where he returned as a face. He competed against Owen Hart and defeated him to be a partner of the Army of Doom in his feud with the Hart Foundation. In the King of the Ring on June
8, Sid and The Force of doom faced the Hart Foundation (Owen Hart, The British Bulldog and Jim Nehart) in a six-member tag team match, which the Hart Foundation won when Owen pinned Sid with a roll-up. On June 9, Sid beat Owen on Raw before disappearing from television for more than a month. His last match was a defeat to Owen at a house show
in Toronto, Canada. He returned on the July 14 episode of Raw, making a brief final appearance before leaving WWF to once again recover from a neck injury that will require surgery. After leaving WWF from The Independent Circuit (1998) a neck injury and being inactive for nearly a year, Sid wrestled at the independent circuits in Mississippi and New
Jersey. He defeated King Kong Bundy in the Eddie Gilbert Memorial Brawl on February 28. Sid will work for Power Pro Wrestling in Tennessee. Extreme Championship Wrestling (1999) After some time on the Tennessee independent circuit, Eudy debuted at Extreme Championship Wrestling (ECW) in January 1999, where he had matches with Dudley Boyz,
John Kronus, Skull von Gaunt and Justin Reliable. He left ecw in May due to plaguing the promotion of monetary problems. [Citation needed] The second return to WCW (1999 – 2001) is the Millennium Man and United States heavyweight champion (1999) at the behest of his real-life friends Kevin Nash and Scott Hall, Eudy returned to WCW at the Great
American Bash in June 1999, joining Randy Savage's heel stable team Madness. Upon his return, he took the nickname of the Millennium Man and faced WCW world champion Kevin Nash on july 5, 1999, episode of WCW Nitro. Sid was dubbed as undefeated having a winning streak before like Goldberg; However, the majority of this streak was due to Sid
coming in a match already for the ring and power bombing wrestlers or immediately after their match and thus defeating them. On September 12, 1999, Sid won his first and only WCW United States heavyweight championship from Chris Benoit in fall contention. He then began a feud with Goldberg who challenged him for the United States heavyweight
championship at Halloween Havoc. Earlier that night, though, his backstage fighting required stitches led to Sid, although he refused treatment, which Sid openly bleeding all night. After the altercation with Goldberg, The weary Sid lost the match due to excessive bleeding, providing Goldberg the Usa Heavyweight Championship against his opponent's will.
Sid lost again to Goldberg in the match in the one I quit catastrophe, effectively ending their feud and Sid's streak. WCW later released a VIDEO highlighting Sid's return to the VHS home WCW called Sid Vicious: the Millennium Man. After the world heavyweight champion (2000) ran the Millennium Man gimmick dry, Sid became a face and started struggling
for the WCW World Heavyweight Championships. He was placed in a match at Souled Out in January after Bret Hart was forced to relinquish it due to a concussion to suddenly fill the empty title. Sid will lose the match to Chris Benoit, but the title was vacated again as Benoit leaves for WWF the next day. The on-screen explanation was that Sid's leg was
under the rope during his submission loss. The following week, Sid was presented with a challenge by Nash, who became WCW's commissioner. If he can beat Don and Ron Harris in a match to Nitro Monday that night, he'll face Nash for the championship that night. Sid managed to defeat the Harris brothers and eventually Nash himself won the WCW
World Heavyweight Championship. Two nights later, on the Thunder, Nash snatched Sid from the championship for not beating the legal Harris brother in the match on Nitro. A rematch was established between Sid and Nash, but Sid again beat Nash on Nitro to win the title for the second time. He later successfully defended the title in Superbrall 2000 in a
three-way match against Scott Hall and Jeff Jarrett. In uncensored, Sid defended his title against Jeff Jarrett, thanks to help from a returning Hulk Hogan who set up a match for Nitro Pitted Sid and Hogan vs. Jarrett and Scott Steiner the following night. During the match, Sid turned heel and attacked Hogan, with fans chanting Hogan's name as being in the
sun. He choked Hogan and forced the referee to count Hogan's pinning, though the official result was no contest. It apparently may have been the upcoming spring getaway in April setting up a match for pay-per-view. However, shortly after this, WCW began its new blood angle and Sid (along with all the other WCW champions at the time) was stripped of his
championship. He had angles that didn't play a big role afterwards, and was kept away from television for several months. Injury and first retirement (2000-2001) He returned at the end of the year as a challenger to Scott Steiner's WCW World Heavyweight Championship, but Sid failed to defeat Steiner in his title match at Starkad. On January 14, 2001, in a
sin pay-per-view at Conseco Fieldhouse (now Banker Life Fieldhouse) in Indianapolis, Sid faced Steiner, Jeff Jarrett and Road Warrior Animal in a four corners match for the WCW World Heavyweight Championship. During the match, He suffered a career-close injury. [4] Members of WCW management reportedly felt that Eudy needed to broaden his
arsenal of wrestling moves and suggested that he try an aerial maneuver, despite his reluctance. Eudy made it feel unnecessary for a wrestler of his size and type to make high spots and didn't feel comfortable doing them. During the match, Eudy suffered a leg fracture after his jump from the second turnbuckle in a big boot attempt at Steiner. It was him
awkwardly landing on one leg while kicking along the other, severely fracturing the leg he landed on. Eudy broke his left leg in half, snapping both tibia and fibula, with at least one of the bones breaking through the skin. [14] The fracture was very graphic for many TV stations to re-air,[14] although it was shown on the following nitro. The injury put Sid out of
action indefinitely, and he thought retiring from wrestling for good: I had about a year left on my contract, and I was thinking back then my leg ache before what I was going to do as far as wrapping up my career. The only thing I really wanted to do was ideally go out in a big pay-per-view, like a WrestleMania or something like that main event, leave that way,
and didn't come back again. It will really match retirement. [15] During the two-hour surgery, a 17-inch (43 cm) rod was placed in his leg. For a while, UD used sugarcane to walk. Sid later sued WCW, claiming he was made to jump off the second rope against his objections. [15] The injury forced a plot change at the Superbral Revenge event. The main event
was supposed to be Kevin Nash, Diamond Dallas Page, and Sid Scott against Steiner, Jeff Jarrett, and Road Warrior Animal but Kevin Nash vs. Scott Steiner was rewritten as. WCW will then be bought by WWF next month, closing any possibility of Sid's return to that company. [Citation needed] recovery and subsequent career (2002-2017) that's when I
found out about it, that's when they told me. I was told I would never run again. Running for me is more important than working out. That's when it hit me that it was going to be a tough deal. Sid Eudy during an interview with Andrew Pritchard on PWInsider.com in 2008[16] After surgery, Eudy was faced with the possibility of rehabilitating his foot for three to
five days per week at least for the following year. He was told by his doctor that he would never run again and Sid aimed to be able to do so. At first he was limited to using a cane, but was able to walk through extensive effort not only again, but to run in time. During his arduous rehabilitation, Eudy made several appearances as World Wrestling All Stars
(WWA) commissioner during his 2002 Australian tour, although at the start of the WWA Sydney show, it was announced that Eudy Will not be painted due to a broken arm. Sid also filed a lawsuit with Turner Holding Company for Wrestling Corporation (what remained of WCW's unhymitting assets), seeking redress for the injury that he sustained. The judge
eventually ruled in favor of the UWC. [17] After nearly three and a half years of rehabilitation and preparation, Eudy returned to Active Wrestling on June 5, 2004 with the Canada-based Internet Wrestling Syndicate. Appearing as Pierre Karl Ouellet's mystery partner, Eudy competed in and won a ten-team battle royal. On July 14, 2007, Eudy debuted at
Memphis Wrestling and started an altercation with longtime rival Jerry Lawler while serving as Hollywood's Jimmy Blaylock enforcer. Sid also appeared in the Jugalo Championship wrestling event Evansville Invasion, promoting Tracy Smothers to help attack heavyweight champion Corporal Robinson. Next, Eudy had a match at jerry Lawler's 35th
anniversary wrestling event on Nov. 7, 2008 at the Tennessee Fairgrounds. He wrestled in the main event and lost to Lawler. On February 28, 2009, UD returned to Memphis Wrestling and won a battle royal before defeating Lawler in a rematch. [Citation needed] later that year Sid began a European tour with the American wrestling rampage. He was
undefeated during the tour, which included a win over X-Pac. [18] After this UD appearances, they fell far short as they began to focus on competing in over 50 bodybuilding. [19] He would wrestle only three times in total in 2010 and 2011, defeating Chase Stevens, Joseph von Schmidt, and Eddie Kingston. On June 25, 2012, in raw episodes, UD made his
comeback in WWE as Sicho Sid in the match against Heather Slater, where he beat Slater as part of the ongoing celebration of RAW's WWE 1000th episode. It was his first appearance on Raw since the July 14, 1997 episode and his first match on the show since June 9, 1997. Eudy will reappear on the actual 1000th episode on July 23, where he and other
WWE legends helped Lita take down Slater. [20] On August 5, 2017, Sid wrestled in the last match of his career. He beat Paul Rosenberg in Ottawa, Ontario, for Great North Wrestling. [21] Private life Eudy and his wife, Sabrina Paige (née Estes), were married on Dec. 30, 1983 in Shelby County, Tennessee. He has two sons -- Frank, a cast member on
CBS reality show Big Brother 14 and 18, and Gunnar Ud, who is also a wrestler. [22] [23] Eudy is a fan of softball, he briefly played it during his time from wrestling between 1997 and 1999. [24][25] [26] Legal Troubles In January 2011, Eudy was arrested in Shelby County, Tennessee. Initially pulled over for and accused of not wearing her seatbelt, Eudy was
also charged with misdemeanor possession of marijuana and driving without a license. He was later released on a $1,000 bond. [27] Other media UD made an appearance in the 2000 film Ready to Rumble with David Arquette and Scott Kan. In 2011, she Horror of Darkness with fellow wrestlers Kurt Angle and Kevin Nash in the film River. He also starred in
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